Join the worldwide ELT community

Join a global community of ELT professionals: teachers, trainers, researchers, materials writers, managers, publishers, assessors, lecturers and trainees in over 120 countries

• **Reduced cost of membership** for members of your local teaching association

• **Discounted rates** for the annual IATEFL Conference, ELT Exhibition and Jobs Fair as well as a range of smaller events throughout the year

• Access to dozens of **scholarship opportunities** to attend, present or report on the conference and other events

• Join one or more of 16 **Special Interest Groups** (SIGs) covering all areas of English Language Teaching, each with its own publications and events

• Bi-monthly **magazine** with articles, reviews and events, as well as monthly eBulletin and SIG newsletters

• **Discounts** on leading ELT publications

• Monthly **webinars** from leading ELT professionals, and access to our archive

• **Network** with thousands of ELT professionals from around the world

...and so much more!

Contact your local teaching association for an IATEFL Basic Membership application form